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ABSTRACT
The increasing complexity in Military Command and Control (C2) systems has led to greater vulnerability
due to system availability and integrity caused by internal vulnerabilities and external threats. Several
studies have proposed measures of availability and integrity for the assets in the C2 systems using precise
and certain measures (i.e., the exact number of attacks on the availability and the integrity, the number of
countermeasures for the availability and integrity attacks, the effectiveness of the availability and integrity
countermeasure in eliminating the threats, and the financial impact of each attack on the availability and
integrity of the assets). However, these measures are often uncertain in real-world problems. The source of
uncertainty can be vagueness or ambiguity. Fuzzy logic and fuzzy sets can represent vagueness and ambiguity by formalizing inaccuracies inherent in human decision-making. In this paper, the authors extend the
risk assessment literature by including fuzzy measures for the number of attacks on the availability and the
integrity, the number of countermeasures for the availability and integrity attacks, and the effectiveness of the
availability and integrity countermeasure in eliminating these threats. They analyze the financial impact of
each attack on the availability and integrity of the assets and propose a comprehensive cyber-risk assessment
system for the Military C2 in the fuzzy environment.
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INTRODUCTION
The military Command and Control (C2) systems are generally subject to high failure rates
because the complex interactions among their
components cannot be thoroughly planned,
understood, anticipated and guarded against.
Availability in military C2 systems is defined as
“assured access by authorized users” and integrity is defined as “protection from unauthorized
change” (Armistead, 2004, p. 71). Cyber-attacks
have a direct impact on the C2 systems in terms
of availability and integrity and several approaches have been suggested to eliminate or
minimize them. Most system availability and
integrity studies in the literature use precise
and certain measures (i.e., the exact number of
attacks on the availability and the integrity, the
number of countermeasures for the availability
and integrity attacks, the effectiveness of the
availability and integrity countermeasure in
eliminating the threats, and the financial impact
of each attack on the availability and integrity of
the assets). However, these measures are often
uncertain in real-world problems. The source
of uncertainty can be vagueness or ambiguity.
Fuzzy logic and fuzzy sets can be used to represent vague and ambiguous information and
formalize inaccuracy and uncertainty in human
decision-making.
We develop a risk analysis model for assessing cyber-attacks on the availability and
integrity of the military C2 systems. We measure
availability and integrity and use an interactive
model to plot the fuzzy availability and fuzzy
integrity measures in a Cartesian coordinate
system for various time periods. We identify
whether the C2 system is in the possession,
preservation, restoration, or devastation state.
The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. We first provide a high-level overview
of the existing approaches to operational risk
quantification. The mathematical details of the
cyber-risk analysis model proposed in this study
is presented next. We then demonstrate a case
study to exhibit the efficacy of the procedures
and algorithms and show the applicability of

the proposed method. We conclude with our
conclusions.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Several methods have been proposed in the
literature to deal with imperfect data. Imperfect
data can be characterized as being imprecise or
uncertain. Other types of imperfect data such
as vague or ambiguous data can be considered
a special form of imprecision or uncertainty
(Smets, 1997). Bayesian theory is often used
to deal with both imprecision and uncertainty
(Fienberg, 2006; Howson & Urbach, 1993;
Jaynes, 2003). The theory of evidence is also
used to deal with data that contains both imprecision and uncertainty at the same time (Shafer,
1976; Dempster, 1967). However, rough sets
theory is used to handle imprecision when
uncertainty is involved but cannot be quantified (Pawlak, 1991). The theory of possibility
is used to handle incomplete data, which is a
combination of imprecise and uncertain data
(Zadeh, 1978). In contrast with these theories
that can only handle one type of imperfection,
random sets and the conditional event algebra
can handle all types of imperfect data (Goodman
et al., 1997). We use fuzzy values in our model to
represent vagueness and ambiguity. Fuzzy logic
enables computation in the face of vagueness
and ambiguity, generating approximate results
(Nedjah & Mourelle, 2005). While uncertainty
represents the state of knowledge about a piece
of data, imprecision is the characteristic of the
data that cannot be expressed with a single value.
The theory of fuzzy sets has been proposed by
Zadeh (1965) to deal with vague data which is a
particular form of both imprecise and uncertain
data. Fuzzy sets have been used to account for
the vague data in various work flow management systems (Lin et al., 2007; Tsai & Wang,
2008). The membership function of a fuzzy set
defines the mapping of inputs to the degree or
strength of membership, ranging from 0 to 1.
The shape of this membership function can vary,
as any function whose image is between 0 and
1 is a possible membership function. The most
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common forms of these functions are those represented by straight lines, such as triangular and
trapezoidal member functions. In the proposed
method, trapezoidal fuzzy numbers are used to
capture and convert the fuzzy imprecise and
uncertain information. Among the various types
of fuzzy numbers, trapezoidal fuzzy numbers
are used most often for characterizing linguistic
information in practical applications (Klir &
Yuan 1995, Yeh & Deng 2004). The common
use of trapezoidal fuzzy numbers is mainly
attributed to their simplicity in both concept
and computation.
Cyber-risk is the threat caused by a malicious electronic event that causes disruption
of operations and monetary loss (Öğüt et al.,
2011). Cyber-attacks have a direct impact on
the availability and integrity of organizational
systems. Various process approach methods
including causal networks, Bayesian belief
networks, and fuzzy logic have been proposed
to quantify the operational risks in organizations
(Smithson & Paul, 2004). The process approach
focuses on identifying the risk associated with
the chain of activities that comprise an operation (Salmela, 2008; Cernauskas & Tarantino,
2009; Dickstein & Flast, 2009). Other commonly used methods for risk analysis include:
business process modeling (Kokolakis et al.,
2000), multiple perspective enterprise modeling
technique (Frank, 2002), action research and
business process modeling (Salmela, 2008),
design science research methodology (Strecker
et al., 2011), Bayesian belief networks (Guarrao,
1987; Krieg, 2001; Baskerville, 1993; Ozeir,
1988), and fuzzy logic (Smith & Eloff, 2002;
Ngai & Wat, 2005).
Most of the systems used for selecting countermeasures to block or mitigate security attacks
are qualitative (Alberts & Dorofee, 2002; Egan,
2005; Bistarelli et al., 2007; Bojanc & JermanBlazic, 2008). Chen et al. (2011) discussed
current research findings in enterprise risk and
security management using mining techniques.
Contrary to qualitative approaches, the literature
on quantitative methods for countermeasure
selection is very limited (Sawik, 2013). A few

quantitative measures are proposed for quantifying risk in security vulnerabilities (Gupta et
al., 2006), supply chains (Deane et al., 2009),
Cyber-security (Rees et al., 2011), information
technology (Rakes et al., 2012), and network
security (Viduto et al., 2012).

FUZZY CYBER-RISK
ANALYSIS MODEL
The fuzzy cyber-risk analysis model proposed
in this study is an extension of the deterministic risk analysis model proposed by Tavana et
al. (in press). The proposed model is composed
of two components: the availability model and
the integrity model. Note that the threats to the
C2 systems seek to adversely affect the availability (through destruction and denial of service) and the integrity (through modification)
of n assets ai (i = 1, 2,..., n ) .

Fuzzy Availability Model
In this section we assume that eij′ , the effectiveness of the availability countermeasures, are
trapezoidal fuzzy numbers (the case of triangular fuzzy numbers is a special case of the
trapezoidal fuzzy numbers). Assume that each
eij′ is a trapezoidal fuzzy number as follows:
eij′ = (aij′ , bij′ , αij′ , βij′ )
where i = 1,..., n and j = 1,..., mi′ . eij′ represents the effectiveness of cij′ which is the
countermeasure for the availability of Asset i
where mi′ represents the number of availability measures for Asset i .
Each fuzzy set eij′ corresponds to a trapezoidal fuzzy number with tolerance interval
[aij′ , bij′ ] , left-width αij′ , and right-width βij′ .
The membership function of the trapezoidal
fuzzy set A = (aij′ , bij′ , αij′ , βij′ ) with a continuous
membership function µA (x ) , as shown in
Figure 1, has the following form:
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Figure 1. Trapezoidal fuzzy numbers used in the availability model
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crisp number representing the cost of each successful attack on the availability of asset i. We
can use the fuzzy arithmetic proposed by Dubois
and Prade (1980) to calculate:

if aij′ − αij′ ≤ x ≤aij′
if

aij′ ≤ x ≤ bij′

if bij′ ≤ x ≤ bij′ + βij′
if

mi′



Fi ′ = fi ′⋅ si′ = fi ′⋅ ti′ 1 − ∏eij′ 


j =1

otherwise
(1)

The financial impact of all attacks on the
availability of Asset i , Fi ′ , is a trapezoidal
fuzzy number calculated as follows:
Fi ′ = fi ′⋅ si′

(2)

mi



where i = 1,..., n and si′ = ti′ 1 − ∏eij′  .


j =1

(3)

According to the fuzzy arithmetic of
Dubois and Prade (1980) we can multiply two
trapezoidal fuzzy numbers as follows:
A1 ⊗ A2 = (a1, b1, α1, β1 ) ⊗ (a2 , b2 , α2 , β2 ) =
(a1a2 , b1b2 , a1α2 + a2α1 − α1α2 , b1β2 + b2 β1 + β1β2 )

(4)

We use this arithmetic to calculate

mi′

∏e ′
j =1

si′ is a trapezoidal fuzzy number which represents the number of successful attacks on the
availability of Asset i per year, ti′ is a crisp
number representing the number of attacks per
year on the availability of Asset i , and fi ′ is a

ij

where eij′ is the trapezoidal fuzzy number
l′

(aij′ , bij′ , αij′ , βij′ ) . Let pil′ = ∏eij′ where
j =1

l = 1,..., mi′ .
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Figure 2. Trapezoidal fuzzy numbers used in the integrity model

Note that pi′1 = ei′1 , pil′ = eil′ ⊗ (pi,l −1 ) ,
mi′

and pi′,m = ∏eij′ .
i
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i , mi′

i
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(6)

mi′

We can calculate pil′ (l = 1,..., mi′) recursively using the fuzzy arithmetic of Dubois and
Prade (1980). Let pil′ = (a p′ ′ , bp′′ , αp′ ′ , βp′′ ) ,

Fi ′ = fi ′ti′(1 − ∏eij′ ) = fi ′ti′(1 − pi′,m ′ )

pil′/′ = eil′ ⊗ (pi′,l −1 )
= (ail′ , bil′ , αil′ , βil′ ) ⊗ (a p′ ′ , bp′′ , αp′ ′ , βp′′ )

Therefore Fi ′ is a trapezoidal fuzzy number
that can be represented as follows:

il

i ,l −1

= (ail′a p′ ′ , bil′bp′′ , ail′ αp′ ′
i ,l −1

−αil′ αp′ ′ , bil′ βp′′
i ,l −1

i ,l −1

i ,l −1
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i ,l −1

i ,l −1

Fi ′ =
( fi ′ti′(1 − bp′′ ), fi ′ti′(1 − a p′ ′ ), fi ′ti′βp′′ , fi ′ti′αp′ ′ )

i ,l −1

+ bp′′ βil′ + βil′ βp′′ )

i , mi′

i ,l −1

(5)

where l = 2,..., mi′ . pil′ is calculated recurmi′

sively for l = 2,..., mi′ . Note that pi′,m ′ = ∏eij′ .
i

j =1

Let pi′,m ′ = (a p′ ′ , bp′′ , αp′ ′ , βp′′ ) . According
i

i , mi′

i , mi′

i , mi′

i , mi′

(7)

il

+ a p′ ′ αil′

i ,l −1

i

j =1

i , mi′

i , mi′

i , mi′

(8)

We can then transform Fi ′ into a crisp
number using the center of gravity method. The
center of gravity for the trapezoidal fuzzy set
A = (aij′ , bij′ , αij′ , βij′ ) can be calculated as follows (see the derivation in the Appendix):

to the fuzzy arithmetic of Dubois and Prade
(1980):
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cg(A) =
aij′ (3aij′ − aij′ ) + βij′ (βij′ + 3bij′ ) + 3(bij′ 2 − aij′ 2 )
3 αi′j + βij′ + 2(bij′ − aij′ )


(9)
Accordingly, the center of gravity of Fi ′
can be defined as follows:
fi ′ti′bp′′ [3(1 − bp′′ ) − βp′′ ]
i ,m′
i

+ fi ′ti′αp′ ′ [αp′ ′
i ,m′
i

i ,m′
i

i ,m′
i

+ 3(1 − a p′′ )]
i ,m′
i

+3 fi ti′[(1 − αp′ ′ )2 − (1 − bp′′ )2 ]
i ,m′
i

3[βp′′

i ,m′
i

+ αp′ ′

i ,m′
i

if aij′′ − αij′′ ≤ x ≤aij′′
aij′′ ≤ x ≤ bij′′

if

if bij′′ ≤ x ≤ bij′′ + βij′′
if

otherwise
(11)

The financial impact of all attacks on the
integrity of Asset i , Fi ′′ , is a trapezoidal fuzzy
number calculated as follows:

i ,m′
i

′

cg(Fi ′) =


aij′′ − x

1
−

αij′′


1


x − bi′′j
 1 −

βij′′

0


i ,m′
i

+ 2(bp′′

i ,m′
i

− a p′′ )]
i ,m′
i

(10)

Note that cg(Fi ′) = fi ′ti′cg(1 − pi′,m ′ ).
i

Fuzzy Integrity Model
In the integrity model, eij′′ , the effectiveness of
the integrity countermeasures, are trapezoidal
fuzzy numbers. Assume that each eij′′ is a trapezoidal fuzzy number as follows:
eij′′ = (aij′′, bij′′, αij′′, βij′′)
where i = 1,..., n and j = 1,..., mi′′ . eij′′
represents the effectiveness of cij′′ which is the
countermeasure for the integrity of Asset i
where mi′′ represents the number of integrity
measures for Asset i . Each fuzzy set eij′′ cor-

Fi ′′= fi ′′⋅ si′′

(12)

mi′′



where i = 1,..., n and si′′ = ti′′1 − ∏eij′′ .


j =1
si′′ is a trapezoidal fuzzy number which
represents the number of successful attacks on
the integrity of Asset i per year, ti′′ is a crisp
number representing the number of attacks per
year on the integrity of Asset i , and fi ′′ is a
crisp number representing the cost of each successful attack on the integrity of asset i. We can
use the fuzzy arithmetic proposed by Dubois
and Prade (1980) to calculate:
mi′′



Fi ′′= fi ′′⋅ si′′ = fi ′′⋅ ti′′1 − ∏eij′′


j =1

(13)

We use the fuzzy arithmetic of Dubois and

responds to a trapezoidal fuzzy number with
tolerance interval [aij′′, bij′′] , left-width αij′′ , and

Prade (1980) to calculate ∏eij′′ . Let pil′′ = ∏eij′′

right-width βij′′ . The membership function of

where l = 1,..., mi′′ . Note that pi′′1 = ei′′1 ,

the trapezoidal fuzzy set A = (aij′′, bij′′, αij′′, βij′′)

pil′′ = eil′′ ⊗ (pi,l −1 ) , and pi′′,m ′′ = ∏eij′′ . We

with a continuous membership function µA (x ) ,
as shown in Figure 1, has the following form:

mi′′

l ′′

j =1

j =1

mi′′

i

j =1

calculate pil′′ (l = 1,..., mi′′) recursively. Let
pil′′ = (a p′′′′ , bp′′′′ , αp′′′′ , βp′′′′ ) ,
il

il

il

il
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pil′′ = eil′′ ⊗ (pi′′,l −1 )
= (ail′′, bil′′, αil′′, βil′′) ⊗ (a p′′′ , bp′′′ , αp′′′ , βp′′′ )
i ,l −1

i ,l −1

i ,l −1

fi ′′ti′′bp′′′′ [ 3(1 − bp′′′′ ) − βp′′′′ ]
i,m

′′
i

i,m

i,m

= (ail′a p′ ′′ , bil′bp′′′ , ail′ αp′ ′′
i ,l −1

i ,l −1
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i ,l −1

i ,l −1

i ,l −1

+ a p′′′′ αil′′
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i

3[bp′′′′ + αp′′′′ + 2(bp′′′′ − αp′′′′ )]

i ,l −1

′
i,m ′
i

(14)
where l = 2,..., mi′′ .
pil′′ is calculated recursively for

i,m

2
2
+3 fi ′′ti′′[(1 − αp′′′′ ) − (1 − bp′′′′ ) ]

cg (Fi ′′ ) =

i ,l −1

+ bp′′′′ βil′′ + βil′′βp′′′′ )

′′
i

+ fi ′′ti′′αp′′′′ [αp′′′′ + 3(1 − αp′′′′ )]

i ,l −1

i , m ′′
i

i , m ′′
i

i , m ′′
i

(19)
Note that cg(Fi ′′) = fi ′′ti′′cg(1 − pi′′,m ′′).
i

l = 2,..., mi′′ . Note that pi′′,m ′′ = ∏eij′′ . Let

We can then find the availability and integrity indices of the C2 system for different
time periods by standardizing the expected

pi′′,m ′′ = (a p′′′′ , bp′′′′ , αp′′′′ , βp′′′′ ) . According to

financial impacts of the availability Fi ′

the fuzzy arithmetic of Dubois and Prade
(1980):

the integrity Fi ′′

mi′′

i

i , mi′′

i

i , mi′′

i , mi′′

j =1

i , mi′′

( )
k

1 − pi′′,m ′′ = (1 − bp′′′′ , 1 − a p′′′′ , βp′′′′ , αp′′′′ )
i , mi′′

i

i , mi′′

i , mi′′

i , mi′′

(15)

mi′′

Fi ′′= fi ′′ti′′(1 − ∏eij′′) = fi ′′t ′′(1 − pi′′,m ′′)
i

j =1

(16)

Therefore Fi ′′ is a trapezoidal fuzzy number
that can be represented as follows:
Fi ′′= ( fi ′′ti′′(1 − bp′′′′ ), fi ′′t ′′
i , mi′′

(1 − a p′′′′ ), fi ′′t ′′βp′′′′ , fi ′′t ′′αp′′′′ )
i , mi′′

i , mi′′

(17)

k

cases for a comparative

analysis for different assets over k periods
(k = 1,..., K ) . There are several methods for
standardizing these expected financial impact
figures. We adopt the most frequently used
procedure that uses the minimum and maximum
scores as scaling points (e.g., Carver, 1991;
Malczewski, 1996). Eq. (20) is used to calculate
the availability score for Asset i at time period
k and Eq. (21) is used to calculate the integrity
score of Asset i at time period k as follows:
Fi ′ =
k

Fi ′ − Fi ′min
k

(20)

k

Fi ′max − Fi ′min
k

k

min

i , mi′′

Fi ′′ =
k

We can then transform Fi ′′ into a crisp
number using the center of gravity method as
follows:
cg(A) =
aij′′(3aij′′ − aij′′) + βij′′(βij′′ + 3bij′′) + 3(bij′′2 − ai′′j 2 )
3 αij′′ + βij′′ + 2(bij′′ − aij′′)



( ) and

(18)

Accordingly, the center of gravity of Fi ′′
can be defined as follows:

Fi ′′ − Fi ′′
k

max

Fi ′′
k

(21)

k

min

− Fi ′′
k

We then plot the Fi ′ and Fi ′′ indices on a
k

k

Cartesian coordinate system for different time
periods. The availability indices are plotted on
the x-axis and the integrity indices are plotted
on the y-axis. The average availability and
integrity indices divide this plane into four
quadrants, identified as the Possession, Preservation, Restoration and Devastation Quadrants. The best point (ideal point) on this grid
is the point (1,1) where both the availability
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Figure 3. A graphical representation of the C2 system states in the proposed model

and integrity indices are at their maximum
value (see Figure 3).
•
•
•
•

Possession Quadrant: the C2 system in
this quadrant has above average availability
and integrity.
Preservation Quadrant: the C2 system in
this quadrant has above average availability
and below average integrity.
Restoration Quadrant: the C2 system in
this quadrant has below average availability
and above average integrity.
Devastation Quadrant: the C2 system in
this quadrant has below average availability
and integrity.

CASE STUDY
Let us consider a hypothetical C2 system with
two assets (a1, a2 ) . The average threat against
the availability of a1 (Asset 1) occurs at the
rate of 100 attacks per year (t1′ = 100) . The
expected financial impact of each successful
attack on the availability Asset 1 is $5000
( f1′ = 5000) . We have two availability countermeasures of c11′ and c12′ for Asset 1 with the
following fuzzy effectiveness scores:
e11′ = (.7,.9,.1,.1)
e12′ = (.5,.7,.1,.2)
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Table 1. The expected financial impact of the attacks on the availability and integrity
Week

Expected financial loss
Availability

Integrity

Availability Score

Integrity Score

1

206,640

0

0.813

0.000

2

206,640

285,374

0.813

0.956

3

240,274

291,474

0.946

0.977

4

254,016

286,897

1.000

0.962

5

250,182

225,543

0.985

0.756

6

53,897

213,626

0.212

0.716

7

250,182

184,347

0.985

0.618

8

82,389

272,129

0.324

0.912

9

222,208

274,391

0.875

0.920

10

53,897

274,391

0.212

0.920

11

222,208

207,890

0.875

0.697

12

250,182

264,246

0.985

0.886

13

198,088

158,883

0.780

0.533

14

238,758

213,626

0.940

0.716

15

0

0

0.000

0.000

16

254,016

298,368

1.000

1.000

17

238,758

285,374

0.940

0.956

18

206,640

184,347

0.813

0.618

19

248,270

225,543

0.977

0.756

20

198,088

274,391

0.780

0.920

21

248,270

291,474

0.977

0.977

22

232,711

264,246

0.916

0.886

23

222,208

225,543

0.875

0.756

24

232,711

298,368

0.916

1.000

25

0

291,474

0.000

0.977

26

248,270

274,391

0.977

0.920

27

238,758

158,883

0.940

0.533

28

254,016

0

1.000

0.000

29

217,737

207,890

0.857

0.697

30

206,640

285,374

0.813

0.956

31

233,465

0

0.919

0.000

32

238,758

285,374

0.940

0.956

33

222,208

272,129

0.875

0.912

34

233,465

213,626

0.919

0.716

35

217,737

274,391

0.857

0.920

36

240,274

225,543

0.946

0.756

continued on following page
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Table 1. Continued
Week

Expected financial loss
Availability

Integrity

Availability Score

Integrity Score

37

248,270

272,129

0.977

0.912

38

250,182

213,626

0.985

0.716

39

136,265

272,129

0.536

0.912

40

0

225,543

0.000

0.756

41

222,208

184,347

0.875

0.618

42

206,640

225,543

0.813

0.756

43

248,270

207,890

0.977

0.697

44

217,737

264,246

0.857

0.886

45

174,034

207,890

0.685

0.697

46

233,465

272,129

0.919

0.912

47

53,897

264,246

0.212

0.886

48

198,088

158,883

0.780

0.533

49

217,737

207,890

0.857

0.697

50

0

207,890

0.000

0.697

51

136,265

274,391

0.536

0.920

52

82,389

291,474

0.324

0.977

Average

192,077

225,765

0.756

0.757

The average threats against the availability of a2 (Asset 2) occurs at the rate of 50 attacks
per year (t2′ = 50). The expected financial

p11′ = e11′ = (.7,.9,.1,.1)
p12′ = e12′ ⊗ e11′ = (.5,.7,.1,.2) ⊗ (.7,.9,.1,.1)

impact of each successful attack on the availability of Asset 2 is $6000 ( f2′ = 6000) . We
have three availability countermeasures of
(c21′ , c22′ and c23′ ) for Asset 2 with the following

= ((.5)(.7),(.7)(.9),(.5)(.1) + (.7)(.1)
−(.1)(.1),(.7)(.1) + (.9)(.2) + (.1)(.2))

fuzzy effectiveness scores:

Next we use
Fi ′ =
( fit′ i′(1 − bp′′ ), fit′ i′(1 − a p′ ′ ), fit′ ′βp′′ , fit′ ′αp′ ′ )

e21′ = (.05,.15,.05,.1)
e22′ = (.25,.35,.1,.1)
e23′ = (.3,.5,.3,.4)
To calculate cg(F1′) we find:

= (.36,.63,.1,.27)

i , mi

i , mi

i , mi

i , mi

and find Fi ′ as follows:
2

F1′ = ( f1t′ 1′(1 − ∏eij′ ) = f1t′ 1′(1 − p12′ )
j =1

= ( f1t′ 1′[1 − (.35,.63, .1,.2)] = f1t′ 1′(.37,.67,.27,.1)
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.27(3(.37) − .27)
+.1(.1 + 3(.65))
cg[(.37,.65,.27,.1)] =

+3((.65)2 − (.37)2 )

The expected financial loss caused by the
attack on the availability of Assets 1 and 2 are
$260,000 and $296,400, respectively for the
crisp case:

3[.27 + .1 + 2(.65 − .37)]

= .4619

F1′ = f1t′ 1′[(1 − (.8)(.6)] = (5000)(100)(.52)
= $260, 000

cg(F1′) = f1t′ 1′(.4619) = (5000)(100) = $230, 950

F2′ = f2′t2′[(1 − (.1)(.3)(.4)] = (6000)(50)(.988)
= $296, 400

To calculate cg(F1′) we similarly find:
p21′ = e21′ = (.05,.15,.05,.1)
p22′ = e22′ ⊗ e21′
= (.25,.35,.1,.1) ⊗ (.05,.15,.05,.1)
= ((.25)(.05),(.35)(.15),(.25)(.05) + (.05)(.1)
−(.1)(.05),(.355)(.1) + (.15)(.1) + (.1)(.1))

= (.0125,.0525,.0125,.06)
p23′ = e23′ ⊗ p22′
= (.3,.5,.3,.4) ⊗ (.0125,.0525,.125,.06)
= ((.3)(.0125),(.5)(.0525),(.3)(.0125) + (.0125)(.3)
−(.3)(.01225),(.5)(.06) + (.0125)(.4) + (.4)(.06))

= (.00375,.02625,.0375,.075)
3

The expected financial loss caused by the
attack on the availability of Assets 1 and 2 are
cg(F1′) = $230, 950 and cg(F2′) = $259, 479 ,
respectively for the fuzzy case.
Next, we ran a simulation study for one
year (52 weeks) and standardized the expected
financial impacts of the availability and integrity
scenarios presented in Table 1.
We then plotted the results of the simulation study for 52 weeks in Figure 2. Figure 4
presents a snapshot of the C2 system over a 52
week assessment period. As shown in Figure
4, the C2 system simulated in this study was
in the possession state for 22 weeks (42%),
the devastation state for 4 weeks (7.5%), the
preservation state for 8 weeks (15.5%), and the
restoration state for 18 weeks (35%).

F2′ = ( f2′t2′(1 − ∏eij′ ) = f2′t2′(1 − p23′ )

CONCLUSION

= ( f2′t22′ [1 − (.00375, .02625,.0375,.075)]
= f2′t2′(.97375,.99625,.075,.0375)

The necessity for readiness and the ability to
cope with the possibility of cyber-attack in
military C2 systems are important areas for
future system availability and integrity studies. The literature describes two main reasons
why adequate progress has not been made on
developing risk analysis methods for information systems. First, most managers have no
proven and reliable method for measuring the
effectiveness of their countermeasures (Baker et
al., 2007). Second, most managers are uncomfortable with supplying precise values related to
future events which they know to be imprecise
or uncertain (Baker et al., 2007). We proposed
a risk assessment model for considering the

j =1

cg[(.97375,.99625,.075,.0375)] =
.057(3(.9737) − .075)
+.0375(.0375 + 3(.99625))
+3((.99625)2 − (.97375)2 )
3[.075 + .0375 + 2(.99625 − .97375)]
= .8649
cg(F2′) = f2′t2′(.86493)
= (6000)(50)(.86493) = $259, 479
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Figure 4. A snapshot of the C2 system over a 52 week assessment period

number of attacks on the availability and the
integrity, the number of countermeasures for
the availability and integrity attacks, and the
effectiveness of the availability and integrity
countermeasure in eliminating these threats.
We used fuzzy logic and fuzzy sets to represent
vagueness and ambiguity by formalizing inaccuracies inherent in human decision-making. We
analyzed the financial impact of each attack on
the availability and integrity of the assets. We
used a case study to exhibit the efficacy of the
procedures and demonstrate the applicability
of the proposed method.
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APPENDIX
Derivation of the Center Of Gravity for the Trapezoidal Fuzzy Sets
Let A be a fuzzy set defined in X = {x 1,..., x n } with membership function µA (x i ) . Then, the
center of gravity of A for the discrete case is defined as follows:
n

cg(A) =

∑x µ
i =1
n

i

A

∑µ
i =1

A

(x i )

(A.1)

(x i )

Consider the trapezoidal fuzzy set A = (aij′ , bij′ , αij′ , βij′ ) with a continuous membership
function µA (x ) defined as follows:

aij′ − x

1 − α ′
ij


1


x − bij′
 1 −

βij′

0


if aij′ − αij′ ≤ x ≤aij′
if

aij′ ≤ x ≤ bij′

if bij′ ≤ x ≤ bij′ + βij′
if

otherwise

Applying the center of gravity Formula (A.1) to the continuous case, we obtain the following expression for the center of gravity of A = (aij′ , bij′ , αij′ , βij′ ) :

(a ′ − x )

dx
x 1 − ij

αij′ 
bij′ + βij′
∫ bij′

(x − bij′ )

aij′ −αij′
dx
+∫ tdx + ∫ x 1 −


′
β



ij
aij′
bij′
cg(A) =


(a ′ − x )

dx
1 − ij
aij′ 
αij′ 

bij′ + βij′
∫ bij′

(x − bij′ )

aij′ −αij′
dx
+∫ dx + ∫ 1 −

βij′ 
aij′
bij′ 
aij′

(A.2)

Calculating these integral expressions and collecting terms, we find the following formula
forcg(A) :
cg(A) =

aij′ (3aij′ − aij′ ) + βij′ (βij′ + 3bij′ ) + 3(bij′ 2 − aij′ 2 )
3 αi′j + βij′ + 2(bij′ − aij′ )



(A.3)
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